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ABSTRACT

We report a new scheme to support, cost efficiently, ultra-dense wavelength division multiplexing (UDWDM) for optical access networks. As validating experiment, we apply phase modulation of a reflective semiconductor optical amplifier (RSOA) at the ONU with a single DFB, and simplified coherent receiver at OLT for upstream. We extend the limited 3-dB modulation bandwidth of available uncooled To-can packaged RSOA (~400 MHz) and operate it at 3.125 Gb/s with the optimal performance for phase modulation using small and large signal measurement characteristics. The optimal condition is selected at input power of 0 dB m, with 70 mA bias condition. The sensitivities at 3.125 Gb/s (at BER = $10^{-3}$) for heterodyne and intradyne detection reach −34.3 dB m and −38.8 dB m, respectively.

© 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

The wavelength-division-multiplexed passive optical network (WDM-PON) has been considered as an ultimate solution for the next-generation access network capable of providing unlimited bandwidth to each user [1]. However, if WDM-PON technologies are directly applied for massive deployment, it would be extremely complex, and the potential WDM-PON is to be integrated efficiently in access network [12,13]. Compared with homodyne detection, heterodyne detection presents inherent image frequency interference, and as a result homodyne/intradyne reception is considered a better solution [14].

With this aim, first we simplify the hardware by applying the laser at ONU with the functions of both uplink's carrier and downlink's local oscillator laser (LO). These components can be integrated in a low footprint monolithic chip at ONU for each user. This paper is organized as follows: a bidirectional schematics with single distributed feedback laser (DFB) based ONU is brought forward in Section 2, and optimization of operating condition for phase modulation is given in Section 3, validating tests both for small signal and large signal are demonstrated in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

2. Bidirectional UDWDM subsystem and structure

Traditional intensity or phase modulator is based on LiNbO$_3$ architecture, but it presents the issues of large footprint, high optical losses, high-power consumption and integration...
Table 1
Comparison between traditional LiNbO3 modulator and RSOA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modulator length (L)</th>
<th>5 cm ≤ L ≤ 10 cm</th>
<th>0.3 mm ≤ L ≤ 1.6 mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modulator width (W)</td>
<td>2 cm ≤ W ≤ 5 cm</td>
<td>0.2 mm ≤ W ≤ 0.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF driving signal</td>
<td>4 V ≤ V₀ ≤ 6 V</td>
<td>10 mA ≤ I₀ ≤ 70 mA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

compatibility with the laser, thus not being suited for fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) ONUs. Semiconductor integration, like InP RSOA, is a way to facilitate the design of complex photonic circuits with multiple photonic functions [15].

A comparison between the traditional phase modulator (LiNbO3) and the RSOA is given in Table 1; the parameters are from the references [16–18]. The RSOA presents the benefits both on the size and the injected driving signal.

We propose the network schematic as shown in Fig. 1. The upstream data use the RSOA as a phase modulator for reducing the power consumption, and it is expected that the laser will be integrated for both RSOA (as the upstream carrier) and receiver (as the LO) at ONU. At OLT side, in order to receive the upstream data, coherent detection is also used for improving the sensitivity of the receiver. The advantage of additional sensitivity can be used for power splitting losses and longer reach ultra-dense WDM-PON (UDWDM-PON). We focus on the upstream direction in this paper.

As previous explanation, the RSOA could be a low cost solution, while, it is not an easy goal to increase its maximum reach and operating speed. To improve these, we generate differential phase shift keying (DPSK) signal by directly modulating the RSOA. Once the RSOA is directly modulated, both the amplitude and phase of the output signal are modulated at the same time [19]. However, the undesired residual Amplitude Modulation (AM) and polarization dependency distort the signal and degrade the sensitivity of the receiver, which will be described in next section. Based on these reasons, the optimal operation region should be found in order to operate it efficiently.

3. Optimization of RSOA for phase modulation

In order to be operated at the best condition for the phase modulation, the gain, the optical-signal-to-noise-ratio (OSNR), amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise and the polarization dependent factors are required to be considered. The method for optimizing phase region consists of tuning both input power and bias current to achieve the minimum residual AM component and the polarization sensitivity. The optimal condition should have a better performance of phase modulating efficiency (PME).

The equation for gain measurement is as follows [19]:

\[
G = 10 \log \left( \frac{P_{out}}{P_{in}} \right) = 10 \log \left( \frac{P_{out} - P_n}{P_{in} - P_{ase}} \right)
\]

where \(P_{out}\) and \(P_{in}\) are the pure output power and input power of RSOA, respectively. \(P_{out}\) and \(P_{in}\) are the measured output and input powers. \(P_n\) represents the noise power, \(P_{ase}\) is the source spontaneous emission power of the laser in the experiment.

The room temperature of the RSOA is around 27 °C. Measured gain and OSNR are shown in Fig. 2(a). The maximum gain of the RSOA is about 21 dB, and the modulation region is between –10 dBm and 0 dBm. OSNR factor would be increased by injecting more optical power. The output power of the RSOA influences the signal quality at the receiver side, the increasing power goes to the linear region from –30 dBm to –10 dBm, and nearly flat region between –10 dBm and 0 dBm. The output power which directly influences the received performance of modulation, is increased by the input power and the injected current as shown in Fig. 2(b). At the same time, with a laser after amplifier, the ASE power \(P_{ase}\) of RSOA is the main noise for RSOA [19]. From Fig. 2(b), the ASE would be limited by increasing the input power [20,21].

\[
P_{ase} = P_n - G \cdot P_{ase}
\]

Considering both the noise and output power of the RSOA, 0 dBm presents the optimal condition that minimizes the residual AM. While, for higher than 0 dBm of input power, the laser has a high consumption and it is not suitable for low cost ONU. It is because that we need the laser at ONU, and split the power both for RSOA and coherent detection at ONU for colorless ONU, all the component is required monolithic integrated chip.

As previously mentioned, when directly modulating the RSOA, the AM component would degrade the performance of DPSK detection. Hence, besides input power, we also need to select the bias current for RSOA in order to limit the tiresome AM component. The measured output power under different bias condition is shown in Fig. 3. Clearly, the 70 mA current is the ideal condition for phase modulation which the amplitude component would...
maintain the same value, and it would give a stable performance when the signal is introduced to the RSOA.

Another important physical issue in coherent detection is the fast polarization changes at the input of the receiver that influences not only the sensitivity but also the demodulation performance. Polarization changes originate both from the signals propagating along the fiber as well as the RSOA structure. In this case, we can limit the RSOA’s polarization influences for available To-packaged RSOA via characterization’s measurement (at some region, RSOA is sensitivity for polarization) for the purpose of obtaining the polarization mitigation on the whole link. As we explained previously, the AM component influences the performance of phase modulation, we have found the best operation point at 70 mA with input power of 0 dB m. However, when the component is modulated in phase with coherent detection, the polarization deviation of the RSOA would influence the phase modulation. It is because that the RSOA’s polarization dependent gain (PDG) would be different, which would make the AM component always changing. The deviation of the AM component changing by time can cause degradation on the system performance seriously.

The origin of PDG in RSOA is due to the fact that bulk active material has much larger transverse electric (TE) amplification than transverse magnetic (TM), on account of the different confinement factors [21,22]. To compensate for the birefringence, the strain [23] in the active material enhances the gain of TM with respect to TE, making the RSOAs less polarization dependent. However, this balance does not entirely mitigate PDG [24] and depends on input power, gain, bias current, and wavelength. The wavelength for UDWDM-PON is selected by the structure, for previous results, we have selected the bias current (70 mA) for phase modulation with the advantage of minimizing residual AM component, however both the residual AM and polarization dependent output power are dependent by the optical input power. Based on previous measurements (Fig. 2), higher input power in saturation region can limit the residual AM, then the polarization insensitivity region is required to be selected.

The measured polarization dependent results are shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) shows the gain at TE mode and TM mode at the same bias condition (70 mA). Fig. 4(b) shows the polarization dependent gain influenced by the input power of RSOA. The PDG is the lowest (around 0.1) when the input power is around −5 dB m.
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The PDG is 0.3 at the input power of 0 dB m. In summary, balancing between minimizing the residual AM and polarization dependency, the condition of $P_{th}=0$ dB m, $I_{bias}=70$ mA is considered as the optimal operating points.

### 4. Validating for small signal measurement

In order to validate the performance, the RSOA is tested in small signal response via network analyzer. The measurement of Frequency Modulating Efficiency (FME) and PM Efficiency (PME) use the linear transfer function of an optical filter as shown in Fig. 5(a). It is assumed that the filter transfer function is linear to the frequency ($\omega_0$) around the carrier frequency $\omega_0$ [25].

The transfer function can be represented as [25]

$$H(\omega_0) = T_0[1 + \zeta(\omega_0 - \omega_0)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $T_0$ is the amplitude transmission and $\zeta_i$ is the differential coefficient at around $\omega_0$. Based on Fourier analysis, the approximated optical-power waveforms after propagation through the filter can be derived as

$$P_{left} \approx T_0^2 P_{in}[1 - 2\zeta \frac{d\phi}{dt}], \quad P_{right} \approx T_0^2 P_{in}[1 + 2\zeta \frac{d\phi}{dt}]$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

here, $P_{left}$ is the output power when the filter slope is at the left side, and $P_{right}$ is the output power when the filter slope is at the right side. Then,

$$P_{AM} = \frac{P_{left} + P_{right}}{2} = T_0^2 P_{in}, \quad P_{FM} = \frac{P_{left} - P_{right}}{2} = 2T_0^2 P_{in} \zeta \frac{d\phi}{dt}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$FM/AM$ has the relation with the phase shift component,

$$\frac{P_{FM}}{P_{AM}} = 2\zeta \frac{d\phi}{dt}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

and the frequency deviation is as follow:

$$\Delta\nu = \frac{1}{2\pi} \frac{d\phi}{dt} = \frac{1}{2\pi \cdot 2\zeta} \frac{d\phi}{dt}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

For small signal modulation, FM Efficiency is given by

$$\delta\phi(\omega) = \delta\phi(\omega_0) \pm \pm \frac{1}{2\pi \cdot 2\zeta} \frac{dP_{FM}(\omega)}{P_0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

and $\delta\phi$ has the relationship with $\delta\phi$,

$$\delta\phi = 2\pi \int \delta\phi dt$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Based on Fourier Transform, PM Efficiency is

$$\delta\phi(\omega) = \frac{2\pi}{f_0} - \delta\phi(\omega_0)$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

The frequency responses are measured at the bias condition from 40 mA to 70 mA; and the input power for the RSOA is now maintained at 0 dB m. The AM response and the FM Efficiency are shown in Fig. 6(a). It shows that the limited 3-dB bandwidth (BW) is limited to around 0.4 GHz, increasing from 40 mA to 70 mA; the FM Efficiency is measured in frequency domain with maximum at 500 MHz/mA when the bias current is 70 mA. The PM Efficiency, shown in Fig. 6(b), is calculated by the PM Efficiency from Eq. (10), presenting a flat and smooth curve appears at low frequency range at 70 mA.

In order to obtain accurate results for small signal chirp parameter, fiber dispersion should be accurately and independently measured [26]. The chirp parameter is obtained by measuring the electro-optic (EO) response by inserting dispersive fibers between the modulator and the light-wave component analyzer (LCA) [26–28]. The interaction between fiber dispersion and modulator chirp results in resonance dips in the spectrum. The equation describing the resonance points and the chirp is written as [26]:

$$f_{ch} = \frac{c}{2D\pi} \left(1 + 2k - \frac{2}{\pi} \arctan \alpha \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

$$\alpha = \tan \left[2\left(1 - \frac{2D\pi f_{ch}^2}{c}ight)\right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $\alpha$ is the chirp parameter, $f_{ch}$ is the $k$-th order of resonance, $D$ is the fiber dispersion, $c$ is the speed of light and $\chi$ is the wavelength.

An experimental curve of Eq. (11) is illustrated in Fig. 7(a). By fitting the experimental resonance points, the chirp under different bias conditions is calculated and the result is shown in Fig. 7(b). It indicates that the chirp parameter is around 1.34 under different bias currents.

### 5. Validating for large signal measurement with coherent detection

In order to give a clear evidence of the method effectiveness to search for the optimal phase modulating condition ($I_{bias}=70$ mA, $P_{th}=0$ dB m), we test the RSOA with $2 \times 2$ heterodyne detection and $3 \times 3$ intradyne detection (without phase lock loop) as shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b).

Based on the structure we proposed in Fig. 1 for UDWDM-PON, the DFB is biased at 90 mA under the temperature of 25°C, the linewidth is 4 MHz [29]. As shown in Fig. 8(a), the attenuator is used to provide the correct input power (0 dB m) for the RSOA.
after the circulator, the transmitted data consisted of a non-return-to-zero (NRZ) pseudo random binary sequence (PRBS), which is grouped and stored in an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) operating at different bit rates. The optical signal is then launched through 50 km of standard single-mode fiber (SSMF). The polarization controller (PC) compensated signal fluctuations due to state of polarization (SOP) changes in the fiber [30]. The received optical signal is converted to the electrical domain via photo-detectors (PD). Low noise amplifiers are used after PDs. The real-time oscilloscope resamples the electrical signal that is further digitally post-processed. The uncooled To-can packaged RSOA is tested at 1.25 Gb/s, 2.5 Gb/s, 3.125 Gb/s, respectively.
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The heterodyne receiver implemented is shown in Fig. 8(a). The electrical signal at the output of the photodiodes after amplifying is sampled with a 50 GSa/s real-time oscilloscope at 12.5 GSa/s with 10, 5, 4 samples per bit, respectively [12]. The intermediate frequency is selected at twice the bit rate. At digital signal processing (DSP), the electrical signal passes through a 1-bit delay and multiply block for differential demodulating after filtering. Before bit decision, the signal is filtered again with a 4 order butterworth low-pass filter (LPF). Finally, the bit error ratio (BER) is computed.

The BER is also measured with 3 × 3 intradyne detection as shown in Fig. 8(b). Unlike the 2 × 2 heterodyne detection, we use 3 PDs to detect the received signal and obtain the I and Q components, and then use electrical amplifier (Amp.) to amplify the signal before DSP. 3 LPFs are used before data processing, then passed through a 1-bit delay and multiply block for differential demodulating, BER is tested after demodulating.

For heterodyne detection, the BER and the eye diagram are shown in Fig. 9. An input power of 3 dBm is provided by the ECL as LO. The results present the Rx sensitivities of −44.4 dBm, −40.3 dBm, and −34.3 dBm for back to back (BtB) transmission.
6. Conclusion

We demonstrate an effective optimization of the RSOA for phase modulation through the measured characterization and best condition operation, with the purpose of minimizing the unwanted residual AM (for better BER) and polarization dependency (for long reach ONU). As validating tests with small signal measurements, we test that the FEXT reaches 500 MHz/ma at the optimal bias of 70 mA. The results show that we could implement a long-reach UD-WDM-PON operating at the speed for each user up to 3.125 Gb/s (using very low cost 0.4 GHz uncooled To-can RSOA), via coherent detection using 2 x 2 heterodyne and 3 x 3 intradyne receivers at the OLT, and digital signal processing techniques. Additionally, the downstream carrier and upstream carrier work at the same wavelength range, hence, it constitutes a simplified enabling technique towards Ultra Dense WDM-PON.
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